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IGU's moral support for children with leucemia 

Istanbul Gelisim University (IGU) Volunteers of the Lösev Club organized a “Children with 

Leucemia Party” with the pediatric oncology and hematology patients at the Medical Park 

Bahçelievler Hospital due to Children with Leucemia Week. Dancing and singing accompanied 

with live music with volunteer clowns and club members. 

“We are trying to crown the hospital visits that we perform with the parties that we organize 

on special occasions. Children with Leucemia Week is also one of them” said Sinem Altındiş, 

Chairwoman of the IGU Lösev Club. She added: “Because of the week, we aimed to make all 

our children laugh, to forget their diseases and to have a pleasant time. Our primary objective 

is to minimize the traumas experienced by children in the hospital environment and to make 

the time they spend here pleasant. We hope that all our children will have their health as soon 

as possible”. 

“MORALE INCREASES ADAPTATION TO TREATMENT” 

Stating that hospital staff and physicians participated in the party, this kind of activities are 

very important to raise awareness in the community Specialist of Pediatric Hematology and 

Oncology of Medical Park Bahçelievler Hospital Prof.Dr. Tunç Fışgın said: “Children receive 

chemotherapy, go to and from the hospital, their morale is broken and their families are 

affected. These activities increase their morale. When we bring the children to the hospital to 

have fun, play games, and see the nurse, doctor and friends, they are increasing their 

compliance with the treatment. We strive to maximize this harmony”. 

Congratulating the IGU Lösev Club for its work Fışgın added: “Being a university student is not 

just vocational learning and craft learning, but a complete perception of life. One of the most 

important skills to be learned at the university is to bring together the good people to touch 

people's lives and to strive for it. This is the difference of being a university student”. 
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Young chefs were invited to the gastronomy kitchen 

Istanbul Gelisim University School of Applied Sciences Department of Gastronomy hosted the 

students of Küçükçekmece İMKB Vocational and Anatolian Technical College at the university. 

In the meeting organized by IGU Public Relations and Promotion Department, Lecturer 

İbrahim Levent Demirçakmak, Lecturer Murat Mutlu Tokay and 3rd year students in 

gastronomy together with the young chef candidates from colleges who were guests to the 

applied class “Basic Kitchen Techniques” made an indelible impression with their meals. The 

practical course was held together with SAS Gastronomy lecturers and instructor Erkan 

Kıyıcıoğlu. 

 

Students organized a trip to the ecology farm 

The GastroBahce Club of Istanbul Gelisim University Directorate of Health, Culture and Sports, 

organized a trip to the village of Ovacik in Şile. The students visited the ecological farm 

operated by the Women Seed Association (Kadın Tohum Derneği) of Ovacık Village. 

The students of GastroGahce Club, which consultancy is run by the Head of Department of 

Gastronomy at SAS faculty member İsmail Hakkı Tekiner, got information about ecological 

agriculture in the farm founded by Fatma Cam Deniz and participated in workshops. 

Prof. Dr. Hala Hassan El Sayed Mohamed, a faculty member of SAS, also joined the visit of the 

farm organized for the purpose of organic food production and to host the seed exchange 

festival.  

 

Sectoral leaders shared their experiences with students 

The second edition of the Leadership and Entrepreneurship Summit was organized by the 

Industrial Engineering Club of Istanbul Gelişim University, Directorate of Health, Culture and 

Sports. Within the scope of the event, which was attended by many important names, the 

leaders of the sector shared their experiences with IGU students. 
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In the event where the participation was intense, the students had the opportunity to ask the 

sectoral leaders the questions they wondered about entrepreneurship. The speakers 

participated in the event shared their difficulties and experiences with students through their 

entrepreneurial stories. 

Stating that they have realized a guiding activity on entrepreneurship Hilal Ofluoğlu, the  Vice 

Chairman of Industrial Engineering Club, said: “It was a summit where many important points 

about what entrepreneurship is and what we need to do in this process”. 

 

Experienced finance director met with the students 

Eren Saray, Finance Director of Marriott International Baku, met with students from the 

Department of Gastronomy of the School of Applied Sciences. 

Eren Saray, the finance manager of the luxury hotels chain in Baku, Azerbaijan, gave 

information about the sector and its potential to the students of Gastronomy Department and 

shared their expectations from the graduates. Students followed with interest the lecture 

organized by Lect. Tolgahan Tabak. At the end of the interview, the Head of the Department 

of Gastronomy Asst. Prof. Ismail Hakki Tekiner presented a plaque of appreciation to Eren 

Saray on behalf of Istanbul Gelişim University. 


